Abstract: We present two three-level tripartite state quantum protocols. Utilization of the entangled mixed state shared between any two parties for quantum key distribution is shown. The realization using photon orbital angular momentum is discussed. The original cryptographic protocol introduced by Bennett and Brassard [1] generated a secure key using two sets of bases that were mutually unbiased. Later, Ekert suggested the use of entangled states to generate a common key in a secure fashion [2] . However, these quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols involved only two parties and two-level systems. In recent years researchers have drawn their attention to QKD protocols that involve multi-level systems with two parties [3] [4] [5] [6][7][8], or multiple parties with two-level systems [9, 10] . Motivating the pursuit of multi-level quantum key distribution is that more information can be carried by each particle thereby increasing the information flux, and some multi-level protocols have been shown to have greater security against eavesdropping attacks [3, 8]. As for multi-party protocols there is the quantum secret sharing protocol which employs IGHZ)N states [9, 10] , but there seems to be little else besides this.
tains some entanglement even after one of the particles is traced out. Although the remaining state is a mixed state, perfectly correlated measurements can be made by making measurements in a reduced space. This makes the state rather interesting because it allows any two parties to create a key without any help from the third.
We assume that the three parties (Alice, Bob, and Charlie) share the state I)= (lab) + lba)) IC) + (lac) + Ica)) lb) + (lcb) + ibc)) la)] (I) where la), Ib), and ic) are the three quantum levels and (lab) + Iba)) Ic) is short hand for (la)Alice 0 Ib)Bob + Jb)AIice 0 la)ob) 0 IC)Charlie. Note that this state is the sum of all the permutations of the three levels, and that the state collapses into a Bell state when one of the parties makes a measurement in the representational basis hence the measurement outcomes are perfectly correlated. One can also make a measurement in another mutually unbiased basis juI) = [la) + lb) + c)], (2) Iu2) = [la) + e' lb) + eLi Ic)1, (3) 1u3) = I [la) + e-" lb) + ei' lC)], (4) where 4 After making measurements in the reduced space the two parties can divulge their measurement basis, measurement subspace, and whether or not they both detected a particle in the reduced space measurement. They will keep those measurements in which they both detected a particle and measured in the same subspace and same basis. These measurements will then be perfectly correlated, and can be used to generate a secure key. Although these quantum protocols are independent of particular realizations, orbital angular momentum states of light can be used to implement the protocols. We present both a method to generate the initial entangled state, and the means to detect both the orbital angular momentum states and its superposition.
It has been experimentally verified that the orbital angular momentum of a photon is conserved through spontaneous parametric down conversion, and the daughter photons are entangled in their orbital angular momentum [11] . Since there is no upper bound to the orbital angular momentum a photon can carry, it is ideal for multidimensional quantum protocols.
The entangled source of light we are going to use is generated through spontaneous parametric down conversion. Using a suitable computer generated hologram to modify the pump beam, one can produce the following orbital angular momentum entangled state One can create the state lTtripartite) = |1211)+|11,2))|0) + 1270)+1|072))|1))+ 1011)+|11,0))|2)] (7) with the use of three sources, a hologram that imparts orbital angular momentum onto photons [11] , and employing a technique similar to that of the generation of GHZ states [13] .
To detect these orbital angular momentums states, and its superpositions, at the single photon level an interferometric method can be used [14] . Cascading Mach-Zehnder interferometers with Dove prisms in its arms serves as a sorting device for orbital angular momentum states of light. The different orbital angular momentum states will emerge out of different output ports of this devices. To measure in the rotated basis, first one will put a hologram at the output port of this device to convert all the photons into the same orbital angular momentum states, then pass these photons through a three port interferometer. By adjusting the path length appropriately one can make the outputs of this three port interferometer the rotated basis of choice [ 15] .
Here we have shown a tripartite three-level system that can be used for both secret sharing protocols involving all three parties or quantum key distribution protocol between any two parties. The two parties generate a secret key by taking advantage of the residual entanglement of the reduced density matrix. This is done by making their measurements in a reduced space. A physical realization of this scheme has also been shown through the use of entangled orbital angular momentum states of photons.
